Guided Reading Station
High Level Question Examples

- How is ______________related to ______________? Depth of Knowledge (DOK) Level 3 (DOK3)
- How does the author organize the key details in the text? DOK2
- What would happen if ______________? DOK3
- What connection can you make between this nonfiction book and a fiction book you have previously read? (text to text connection) DOK3
- What conclusion can you make about ______________? DOK3
- How are ______________ alike? How are ______________ different? DOK2
- What would you use to classify ______________ in the text? DOK2
- How could you change ______________ to create a different ______________? DOK3
- What facts from the text support the key detail that ______________? DOK3
- How could you organize ______________ from the book? DOK2
Main Idea

What key details did the author use to support the main idea? Use words and pictures to record them below.
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